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Key themes:
•
•

The British public are distinctly cautious about moves to ease the lockdown.
Government approval has dipped – but public still highly receptive to government advice.

Public caution about relaxing the lockdown – in contrast to the public debate
As debate focuses on an exit plan, there is a big gap between political and media impatience for a
plan to lift restrictions and public caution: three times as many people (63% vs 21%) concerned
about moving too quickly as too slowly. Older people are the most cautious; the under-24s less so.
(Deltapoll)

In comparative surveys, the UK public appears distinctly cautious – with 23% open to restarting
economy before virus is fully contained (and 70% opposed). Concern about the economic and social
impacts are very broad – including among those with more secure finances personally.

•

Who do the public think is having a ‘good’ crisis?
- The NHS is off the charts. We are confident about “people I know” (54-5, +49) but mostly
on the fence about how “people I don’t know” are responding. (Reuters Institute)

Approval of the government’s handling of the crisis fell across April, after rising in March …
51% approval (April 21st) down from 57% a week earlier, and 61% before that. (Opinium)
… but the public are highly receptive to influence and advice from the government
16% of the UK public say they have worn a face-mask – among the lowest scores internationally. But
three-quarters would do so if advised by the government. (57% say they would do so only if advised
by the government). This illuminates public sensitivity to official advice, and a desire to follow
recommendations as well as rules.

Gender differences in experiences of lockdown
Kings College have divided the population into the Accepting (48%), the Suffering (44%), the
Resisting (9%). The resisting are younger (median age: 29) and two-thirds male.
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